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Abstract:Magic angle spinning (MAS) in 1H NMR has allowed progress from featureless spectra in static samples
to linewidths of a few hundreds of Hertz for powdered solids at the fastest spinning rates available today (100–150
kHz). While this is a remarkable improvement, this level of resolution is still limiting to the widespread use of 1H
NMR for complex systems. This short review will discuss two recent alternative strategies that have significantly
improved 1H resolution, when combined with fast MAS. The first is based on anti-z-COSY, a 2D experiment
originally used for J decoupling in liquids, which removes residual broadening due to splittings caused by
imperfect coherent averaging of MAS. The second strategy is to obtain pure isotropic proton (PIP) spectra in
solids, by parametrically mapping any residual broadening due to imperfect averaging into a second dimension
of a multidimensional correlation spectrum.
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1. Introduction
NMR of solids is one of the strongest techniques for structure

elucidation, and its applications range over a large variety of
materials, from batteries and cements to biomolecules and
pharmaceuticals.[1] For many of these cases, 1H would be the
nucleus of choice due to its high natural abundance and chemical
shift range. However, obtaining useful structural information from
1H NMR spectra of solids remains a challenge. The presence of
strong 1H–1H dipolar interactions combined with the natural
abundance of protons typically result in linewidths of several kHz,
obscuring the underlying chemical shifts and making resonance

assignment impossible. The development of methods to improve
the resolution of 1H spectra would substantially reinforce the role
of solid-state NMR in the field of structural characterization.
The introduction of coherent averaging approaches allowed
the selective modulation and elimination of particular spin
interaction terms. The prime examples are the spin echo,[2]which
removes the chemical shift, and the heteronuclear decoupling of
J couplings in solution state.[3] In solid-state NMR, the essential
coherent averaging method is magic angle spinning (MAS),[4]
which consists of physically spinning the sample around an axis
tilted at 54.74° with respect to the main magnetic field. At this
angle, all interactions having a second rank spatial dependence
(such as dipolar couplings) are averaged out completely, in the
limit of infinitely fast spinning, while the isotropic chemical
shifts are preserved. With MAS, the resolution in 1H spectra is
typically improved by two orders of magnitude when compared
to spectra of static samples. On top of MAS, techniques
combining rotation and multi-pulse spectroscopy (CRAMPS)
have improved the homonuclear decoupling.[5] The use of the
simultaneous application of MAS and pulse sequences improve
the 1H linewidths using spinning rates up to 65 kHz.[6] At faster
rates, no considerable improvement has been shown so far with
CRAMPS approaches. Nevertheless, even at the fastest MAS
rates available today (around 100–150 kHz),[7] proton linewidths
are still a few hundred Hz broad, which, in many cases, is still
very limiting to resolve 1H resonances. On the other hand, 1H
linewidths in solution NMR spectra are typically 1 Hz broad. The
residual broadening in 1H NMR of solids comes from different
sources. Some of them are independent of MAS, such as B

0
field

inhomogeneity, anisotropic bulk magnetic susceptibility[8] and
chemical shift dispersion due to structural disorder of the sample.
On the other hand, the imperfect nature of the coherent averaging
by MAS, either due to the misset of the magic angle or due to
the finite speed of spinning, results in residual shift and splitting
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orthogonal directions (k
x
and k

y
) in reciprocal k-space.[14]Different

methods have been developed to sample the k-space.[14,15] In the
PIP experiment, the k-space contains one axis representing the
evolution of the isotropic interaction in a coherent averaging
experiment, and the other axis represents the error terms evolution,
which include all errors generated by the imperfectMAS coherent
averaging.[11] Every FID will then evolve along a straight line in
this k-space, at an anglej to the vertical axis, wherej is dependent
on the scaling factor of the error terms.

To fill the k-space, we consider a set of FIDs from a series
of MAS spectra obtained at different spinning rates. In these
spectra, evolution due to the isotropic part will be constant, but
the evolution due the error terms will be scaled, resulting in a
change in the angle j from one FID to another, as shown in Fig.
3. Currently, it is not possible to spin faster than 100–150 kHz,
and the k-space cannot be completely sampled (otherwise the
experiment here would not be required!). Transforming the 2D

terms[9] that broaden the spectrum and can only be completely
averaged out at infinite MAS rate.

In this review, the aim is to discuss two alternative approaches
to any previous strategies based on coherent averaging, which
produce narrower 1H proton spectra. The first requires a 2D
experiment that only generates correlations involving a spin state
flip of the coupling partners, i.e. remote transitions. This approach
allows to remove any residual splittings under MAS with a 45°
projection of an anti-z-COSY spectrum.[10] The second approach
consists on an error mapping approach where all the residual
broadening terms due to imperfect MAS are removed and the
isotropic spectra for different organic solids is obtained.[11] The
text here is largely adapted from references [17] and [18].

2. Anti-z COSY
Originally introducedbyOschkinatetal.[12] toprobecorrelation

between remote transitions, the anti-z-COSY pulse sequence (Fig.
1) was then used for homonuclear J decoupling in liquid-state
NMR.[13] Remote transitions occur when passive spins (coupling
partners) invert their spin state in t

2
with respect to that in t

1
.

The result of this sequence is a phase sensitive z-filtered COSY-
like 2D spectrum. The selection of correlations between remote
transitions is dependent on the pulse angles b (Fig. 1). As this
angle approaches zero, the structure of the diagonal peak is solely
composed of remote correlations. These correlations correspond
to peaks lying along a line perpendicular to the diagonal.

Fig. 1 compares the 1D 1H spectrum obtained from a 45°
projection across the diagonal peaks from the anti-z-COSY
spectrum with the conventional echo-detected MAS spectrum
for a sample of powdered thymol. Both spectra were acquired
at 100 kHz MAS. The anti-z-COSY spectrum has peaks that are
narrower by up to a factor of two. The resolution improvement
is due to the removal of the residual splitting terms caused by
the anti-z COSY sequence. However, the residual shift terms are
retained.

Decreasing b increases the ratio between the wanted anti-
diagonal peaks and the other peaks in the multiplet, but at the
same time the overall intensity of the correlations also decreases.
The flip-angle dependence is showcased in Fig. 1c–f, which show
the thymol linewidths for b angles from 90° to 3°. In the spectrum
with b = 3°, for H1, H2, H3, and H4 of thymol, the corresponding
linewidths are 208, 194, 245 and 218 Hz. For b = 90°, they are
359, 336, 350, and 346 Hz. The resolution improvement factor
ranges from 1.4 to 1.7. Fig. 2 presents the results for b-AspAla,
which shows again the decoupling effect as observed for thymol
above.

Another important factor to take into consideration when
implementing an anti-z COSY experiment is to keep the z
magnetization fixed during the z-filter period.Any effect changing
any of the spin states during the mixing scheme, especially spin
diffusion, results in a reduction in resolution. Although faster
spinning rates slow down homonuclear spin diffusion, the delay
should be kept as short as possible. Here a mixing time equal to a
single rotor period (10 ms) is used.

In short, the anti-z COSY sequence is able to improve the
homonuclear decoupling in organic solids by exclusively selecting
remote correlations. The resolution improvement factor can go
up to two, when compared to conventional echo-detected MAS
experiments.

3. Pure Isotropic Proton (PIP)
The second approach to increasing 1H resolution is based on

parametrically mapping the residual broadening terms due to
imperfect MAS, so they can be separated from the isotropic signal
in a multidimensional correlation experiment.[11] In 2D NMR
spectroscopy or imaging, there are normally two time periods.
They are usually independently sampled and are represented as
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Fig. 1. a) Pulse sequence and the coherence-transfer pathway of anti-z
COSY, where b corresponds to small flip angle pulse. b) Echo-detected
spectrum (red) and 45° projection of an anti-z COSY spectrum with
a flip angle of 5° (black) of thymol acquired with 100 kHz MAS. c−f)
Linewidths of protons H1−H4 from anti-z COSY spectra of thymol as
a function of b acquired at 100 kHZ MAS. The dashed lines represent
the protons linewidths measured in the spin-echo spectrum. Figure
adapted from ‘Homonuclear Decoupling in 1H NMR of Solids by Remote
Correlation’[17] by P. Moutzouri et al., used under CC BY 4.0.
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the resolution improvement factors are estimated between 1.2
and 20, with an average value of 7. The narrowest lines in the
spectra are 48 Hz broad, which corresponds to twice the digital
resolution limit.

The resolving power is particularly evident in the 0–3 ppm
region of the spectrum of thymol where the signals from the three
methyl groups,H5,H5ˇ, andH6 are clearly resolved in the isotropic
spectrum. Similar effects are also observed in the 4–6 ppm region
of l-tyrosine hydrochloride and the 3–8 ppm region of ampicillin.

variable rate MAS dataset, and taking the projection onto the pure
isotropic axis, is thus not straightforward. There are probably
many ways to approach this problem. As a proof of concept, the
parameter fitting approach summarized in Fig. 4 can be used.

A 2D dataset of MAS spectra acquired at different rates can
be fit to the isotropic profile (an amplitude vector), the residual
broadening parameters and the residual shift.

Fig. 4 explains the model and the fitting approach with a 2D
synthetic data set created by convolution of a random isotropic
profile (red) with the broadening function (orange). 128 points
are fitted, and the model brings out the isotropic spectrum,
reproducing the initial function. By only fitting the broadening
due to MAS, the model makes no prior assumption about the
underlying nature of the isotropic spectrum. In principle, this one
can take form of any shape.

The approach was applied to six different compounds:
l-tyrosine hydrochloride, b-AspAla, l-histidine hydrochloride
monohydrate, thymol, flutamide, and ampicillin (Fig. 5). For
each one of them, a 2D dataset of spectra was obtained at MAS
rates going from 20 to 100 kHz. To reduce the computational
requirements, the spectrum was divided into subregions, where
each region is associated to a unique set of shift and broadening
fitting parameters. The improvement in resolution is spectacular
for all the pure isotropic spectra obtained. The narrowing
is evident for many peaks, but there are also resolved which
were broad in the 100 kHz MAS spectrum. For these samples,
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Fig. 2. a) 45° integral projections of b-AspAla from anti-z-COSY spectra
acquired at 100 kHz MAS. The top spectrum is the spin-echo at 100 kHz
MAS. b)—i) H1–H7 measured linewidths as a function of b. The dashed
lines correspond to the proton linewidths measured in the spin-echo
spectrum. Figure adapted from ‘Homonuclear Decoupling in 1H NMR of
Solids by Remote Correlation’[17] by P. Moutzouri et al., used under CC
BY 4.0.
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Fig. 3. Graphic description of a series of NMR data acquired at various
MAS rates in a k-space where kx = SmFmt and ky = t.[11] Lines represent
FIDs obtained at different MAS rates, and dots show sampling points.
The line at 45° corresponds to a static sample and the pure isotropic
FID would lie along the vertical axes, shown in red. Figure adapted from
‘Pure Isotropic Proton Solid State NMR’[18] by P. Moutzouri et al., used
under CC BY 4.0.
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic representation of the PIP model. Each MAS
spectrum (blue) is represented as a convolution of a constant pure
isotropic spectrum (red) with a weighting function (orange) that
describes the MAS rate dependent broadening. (b) Performance of the
model on synthetic VS data, with the isotropic spectrum (red) and the
broadening factors gG and gL. Figure adapted from ‘Pure Isotropic Proton
Solid State NMR’[18] by P. Moutzouri et al., used under CC BY 4.0.
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All of the resolved peaks in these spectra agree with the
expectations from previously acquired 1H−13C HETCOR spec-
tra.[11,16]After inspecting all the isotropic lineshapes, it is important
to note that the model is not blindly fitting the data to narrow
lines. For example, the protons H6, H8, and H9 of l-histidine
hydrochloride monohydrate were fit simultaneously in one single
subregion. The isotropic lines for H6 and H8 are narrow, but H9
has a broader distribution. The motional broadening related to the
amino proton nature of H9 might explain the broader isotropic
peak. This was also observed for the H10 proton in l-tyrosine
hydrochloride, which is also in an NH

3
+ group.

Along with the expected peaks, there are a few minor peaks
that are classified as artifacts. In l-tyrosine hydrochloride, they
are present at 4.1 and 7.9 ppm, in flutamide at 0.95 ppm, and
in ampicillin in the 0–1 ppm region and at 5.9 ppm The origin
of these artifacts is possibly explained by the approximations
in the model, not being able to completely describe the data.
While broad lines are not unanticipated, a different reason for the
broader lines mentioned above can also be the model failing to
fully describe those peaks, for instance, if the lineshapes are not
completely symmetric or if the linewidth has MAS dependence
not equal to 1/w

MAS
.

4. Conclusions
The search for 1H resolution in solid-state NMR has seen

vast efforts over the last years and future developments can only
improve its expansion into the structure elucidation field. This
short review described two recent strategies to improve the 1H
resolution at fast MAS (100 kHz). The 2D decoupling scheme
anti-z COSY removes any residual splitting caused by imperfect
MAS and was applied to two different samples, achieving an
average resolution improvement factor of ~2. This technique
requires spectra with high resolution in the indirect dimension,
which can lead to an experimental time of hours. An improved
version of this sequence has already produced similar results for
resolution, but only requiring an experimental time of minutes.[17]

The error mapping PIP approach yields a pure isotropic
spectrum from a 2D dataset of variable rate MAS spectra. By
transforming the data using a parametric fitting method, applied
to six different samples, the linewidths were decreased by a factor
up to 20, with 48 Hz being the narrowest linewidth measured.

These proof of concept results indicate the potential of PIP,
however the different assumptions and inherent restrictions of the
fittingapproachmight limit themodelperformance.More recently,
transformation of the data using a deep learning strategy[18] has
yielded linewidths on par with the fitting approach, while reducing
the number of assumptions, and resulting in reduced artifacts (and
being less computationally expensive).

At this stage, much further work is now needed to improve the
data collection and transformation strategies, and to understand
what are the remaining limiting factors to proton resolution in solids.
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